
This material is designed to meet some of the research needs of the real estate ar^Iyst: the concentration will
be on multiple regression analysis - the study of relationships which exist between groups of variables or
characteristics. Its application relies heavily on use of computer hardware and software, so early farmliatity
with the capabilities of your favortte computer system is important if hands-on experience is to be gained;
however the computational requirements of some topics can be met by use of calculators. The major
software package used to produce results for the examples given is SPSS. It deals with practical exercises
based on this material. The topics which will be covered are:

. Overview of computing procedures

. Data characteristics. .. revision and review

. Measurement of relatiorrships

. Brief review of simple regression analysis

. Variable tramforrnations - non linear forjus

. Multiple regression analysis

. Mscellaneous Regression - variations and extensions

At each stage the treatment of a topic will involve discussion of the mechants of implementation using
computer and/or calculator, and will also deal briefly with issues of practical application in real estate
research and analysis. Practical assignments will give students the opportunity to extend these topics to other
subject areas within the Property course.
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Your first step is to remember as much of what you knew last year and administer that to the task of getting
your user number, logging in and using simple commands. Throughoutthis subject you will be manipulating
computer files - these may take many fomn, e. g. prograins, command files, batch files, data files and so on:
the correct command for each type of file must be used for the file to do its job.

Some students may find the use of an automatic log-in procedure an advantage in setting up easy commands
for complicated procedures. If you also wish to run *batclf jobs, such as sales extraction, it is essential that
your log-in procedure file has a test to see if you are ruinxing a batch job or other statements may cause the
job to fail. To cater for this you could create a log-in file as follows. ...

I. Logintoa UNIXterminalusingthefollowingsteps. ....

Tom it on

Press the Reinr" key
Type your in Number, or 'user name'
e. g. 8987682W ......
Type your password (inttially this is your birthdate)
e. g. 08/069. ...... 0t always contains 6 digits!)
This will be followed on by a sign on message which mightinclude news about down time,
new features, faults etc, and will be followed in turn by the standard UNfX prompt in
column I i. e. $
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CHAPTER I

2. Type the following .........

Cp~@cfcpl!?ranogi". coin logincom

and press the Reinr" key. Make sure you leave spaces where shown and dont introduce
any of your own.

3. Type

@LOGIN

and press Rel, ,rin
The system prompt will have been altered from '$ to PRIf>'

Press the key marked FF4 for information about built-in cornmands that have been set up by the
LOGIN file and will be automatically set up whenever you log-in in future.

When you have finished, log off by typing LO and press Rea, rin.

4.

5.

Suggested Reading : UNISA Guide to Computing andPR, 4. I Handbook (current editions)

Preliminaries

Throughout the various topics described in these notes this you will be dealing with data: this is nothing new
because you have been consulntng it in large quantities throughout your conscious existence. In dealing with
the selected techniques we will attempt to see some sense in the real estate world through careful recording
and analysis of the "right" sort of data. Success in finding the riglit sort of data depends on how well you
understand the theory of the sector of the market you are examining. For example, if you were brought up in
the West Coast region of S. A. you may believe that the annual rainfall Thight be influencing price differences
between home units in Madon and Glenelg; a social worker may look at unemployment rates for the
difference; a Mt. Gambian may believe that the number of pine trees per hectare could be influential;
someone from South East Asia may conclude that the quantity of rice that a farmer can grow is a measure of
the land value; and so on. ........

As a real estate analyst you should be able to select some more appropriate characteristics than these
intuitive starters; while theory may suggest the sorts of things you may need to achieve market
understanding, you need to use logic, and to be aware of the requirements of analytical techniques, in order
to decide in what tonn data should be collected.

INTRODUCTION

Data Characteristics

The type of data most often encountered in Real Estate analysis could be caned *SOCio-econointc' and is
often related to behaviour of market participants 00. this introduces one dilemna facing the social scientist:-

People do not abide by the nomutable laws of hard science - their behaviour is variable.
. We need to draw conclusions from the variable values which are observed from human behaviour.

. We need to kilow something about behaviour - what are the limits, ranges and most likely values
we G, EPGCtto encounter.
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ouninR I

Statistical amIysis can help identify data characteristics: our major needs are to be able to:

. Identify influences

- Qinntify influences

. Predict outcomes

The raw material is, in most cases, numerical, and can take severalfonns; the most coinmo y encoun
are mustrated in figure 1.1.

I'

Types of data. ...

^auto. r

Cat^^I

'90,100

Can^

minODUCTlor;

Scabr data

,.

Figure 1.1

Ordiri. Id^a

Most multi-vanate statistical techniques expect data to be continuous and require speda trea en o
categorical variables. There are, however, nuny techniques which have been developed spa::incaUy or
analysis of discrete. data and you are referred to any comprehensive text on statisti amysis or
detailed infonnation.

Basic descriptive measures which are suitable for most data foams include. .....

Nonadd^a

Categories of numerical data

Bran^108

Howyou
ratssL^

Interval data

R~I, ^,

Ratsdata.

mean (arithmetic or geometric)
median

mode

variance

standard deviation
skewness

kurtosis

correlation - several varieties.

Telop^
numbers

Di"^

'01/10 city
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....... and these are capable of tested for significance to eteniiirie
observations fits in with the patterns assumed to be roman! .

The expectationswhichwehaveaboutpattemsiridataaTe^^^^^-:^-:=p'---' 'cal
benchnnrk against which we should always measure the sense an e re i^ i'ty
analysis. eSeeXP" -- tations, whentheyareexpressedina
fonnal and logical way, a hypothesis (one) or hypotheses (several).

A hypothesis is often expressed in a negative way, e. g. I don t expec
it is called a null hypothesis. Testing of your hypothesis is an essen' p
statistical analysis.

how well or otherwise a set of

NinoDucrioN
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introduction

Measures of correlation have been developed by statisticians to determine the degree of similarity exis^rig
between any two characteristics. For example, if large lots sell for bigli prices, snelllots sell for 19w prices
and middle-sized lots sen for medium prices, then we should suspect that there is a pattern availab e or
identification. This pattern con be emuiimied gaphically, statisticalIy and trigonometricalIy, but can be
qiuntified only by using a statistical techntque.

I~.
,

Gin litcal Methods

Simply plot the relationship existing between scores measured on orthogonal scales (an X axis and a Y axis,
at right angles to one another) and mate observations. The resulting diagram is usunUy referred to as a

CORRELATION ANALYSIS

2

scattergram or scatter plot

r

I~\
,

r . O

S

o

PROPERTY RESOURCE ANAIYSIS 2
a REAL ESt, TB Bus'1ST ICS I

L

r . 1.0

Figure 2.1: Scotter dingrams Illustrating CORRELATION (r)

r ) o

Value 1111/11enclng Chardcterlstlcs
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Statistical amI sis

This involves use of a formula appropriate to the data type a ..
continuous variables the usual measure is Pearson s pr
compute this value is :

(^xi (^y)

x. y

ranked dataitisadvisabletousetheSpeannansRankDieren ~

6^ (d, )2

^ ,^,-

t^x2 " xi'l t^y'--!-^!, Lil, It^y- ,

r =I.
x. y

n

n

t=I.

,hered, = RanksCOrefO",""' f d-hto ,us ornojntnaldatascotedin,hered, = Rank"' '' ' h ..... andfordjchotomousornointnaldatascoredin
lassicalon/offfonnat, theappropriatemeasureisameasure ,

Ste I : Construct a contingency table where coc
cells records the total number of value

n3_n

cone^ATlorl ANALYSIS

statistical theory. For
One fomiula used to

states

.\

Step 2 : Use the fonnula ....

ad-be
dy-

Y

State

(a+b) (c+d) (a+c) (b+d)

o

X

o

Total

a

C

a+c

b

V

.VAR^TEN, A1, VanMBmODSFOR ER^usTATBRrs^RMorn. VAR^TEN, A1, VanMBmODSroR ER^usTATBRrs

d

Total

b+d

a+b

c+d \./
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The Tri onometric a Toach

This is really just a different way of 'thinking' about correlation and s impo n
si fi coinothercorrelation-related techniques suchasPrincipalComponen y'

sideration of variables as vectors, i. e. lines, which have relative directiona c c
of twov 'ablesaneperfectiyaligied, they amperfectlycorrelated:iftheyareo ogona ,
there is no correlation.

F

I"

Dlstqzice to CBD

coRRrrATTON AMLYSIS

rigle Cosine
30 .8660
60 .5000
90 .0000
120 -0,5000
150 -0,8660
180 -1,0000

Stee

,-\
,

ness o1 Lqnd

60

r

o

120

r
L

Figure 2.2: Looking of CORRELATION as a vector relqtions ip

150
90

120

^r

,

30

There is a very simple test to establish how confident you may fee a ou e co
ouhavecalculated, BUTitrequirestliatyouunderstandttieworl, ingso es. :

n-2
C =Z -^
H, .o a. -r2

Proximity to Beach

60

R sidelittal Density

Lqnd Price S
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CHAPTER2

The fonnula is used to test the null hypothesis that no measureble associa 'on

11, : r. ., = O

and we can reject the null hypothesis if the value calculated for t is grea r
to haveiftliingsbehavediria"nomul"way. The"nom, al wayischosen, asam4 ,
reliability and, with some theoretical and practical backing, from the sinn
"student's t".

The student'stdistributionissinitlartothenormaldistribution, wi one j :
which varies as the sample size varies. For it's reason it is importsn
samplewhenusingpublishedtablesofexpectedvalues. Twotypeso s ,
the other with twotails. (Nodoubtttjeproductofgeneticengineeting yan' to, I
Twotails usedwhenthecalculatedvaluen^ydeviateeitherpositiveyg^ g y ..
value: one tailis animt's needed if the deviation omits only ^I!^!: grea r _
value. meremple of his would be a test of the probability of the result eing Lg__
have calculated; single tails are used to test for either a litglier, or a lower limit to your resu ,

Tables of the significance of tarepublished in both forms - one tailand two. i a i ' g
can use either one to detemiine the testfor the other. The ttestis u as o :

A t value is calculated from a statistical procedure.
The degrees of freedom are calculated by the formula
DF = No. of Cases - No. of Variables used.
For the signficonce level chosen and the DF Computed, a t va ue is rea
If the t value calculated is biglier than the value from the table it is usual to reject e 'nu
hypothesis'.

If the test used is two tailed and the tables used are one tailed, the selec signiican
halved for the purpose of using the table. The value should be doubl i e cir

*

*

*

*

coinELATION ANALYSIS

Conmnon sense assessment

ACorrelationcoefficientprovidesuswithanobjectiveindicationofthestreng o p
variables; statistical significance tests allow us either to believe the resutor ino , p
quantity of confidence. BUT. .. the result may stillbe nonsense and 's raises .e
and cousation. In many instances a relationship may be strong but virtually meaningless w
de to interpret and apply results. For example, a high correlation between the num r o
front watts of a house and its coning price is most likely a dubious and uusta e pro y
relationship between price, house area, building materials and lot frontage.
issues occurs elsewhere in the course. ....

^P^

Correlation analysis is a starting pointin gaining an overview o to c inc
for himerinvestigativeanalysis. By using scattergramsandsensi e o , .. ,

d di tion of variable relationships can be established. Variables omits screen o grit '
test assumptions aboutthe type of relationship which is expected. As an examp. e,
land should sellforlowerprices the further it is located from the city centre; trio e; ,
be a negative correlation between price and distance from city centre to sa e site. purl

inter to checking the original observations and re-funking expectations. your ypo
proved wrong, it is essential hat you try to find out why.

MULTI-VARIATBN, ALYSISMEn, OneFOR ERAL ESTATERB^01
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------------------------------~------------

I\

Accept Nulll. Iypothesis

Rejection Region

or% 12

Negqtive t vqlues

cone^non AMLY^S

o

L -----------------------------

Another quirk of the correlation coefficient is hat it is numerically equivalent to a standardised regression
coefficient, otherwise known as a beta coefficient. It can be comforting to know that beta s are availa e in
tints form as an altonntive to the more convoluted calculation of standardised data and regression amIysis.

.,.-\

-1.96

Figure 2.3; Distribution o1 vqlues o1 Students t

\

\

a .signtticqnce
level

e. g. 5% or .05

100- or%

Rejection Region

.Q

a%/2

Positive t vqlues

Morn-VAR^TEANAL^s^monsFOR ER^ usTATBRrsERnoi
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introduction

RegressionanalysisisanextensionofthecorrelationconCeP- , th th will
thereisa'relationship'of somesortbetweentwovariables: we ,
display a systematicaUy sinitlar change in value.

Re ssionAnalysisisbasedontheconcepttliattliiscorrelation asaea!!._., , - -
variables, qualities, characteristics or whatever, is actually responsi
Forexample, ifyouaddheattoaraweggitwillgrauaySOPrU betw n
increasingviscosityuntilitbecomes, maculinarysenSG, t becalledaincreasing viscosity unti' ' foalb thee .This relationshipcanbecalleda
model. The fonn of the modelis a simple algebraic statement;I coinp ,
cornmon symbols. These are:

(j) e GPBn. "" I han'n becauseofthevaluechangesinanotheritgm.

(ii)ThemdependentVariablG. .... X IfthdndentThis is the item which appears to be responsible for c ging e
variable.

(in)Theconstant. .... 80rbo .- bite basicThis is a part of the dependent variable which never changes: i is
value, or the value which would exist if the independentvaria e is g
dependent variable.

(it)Theregres^^' , ,"": ' ,tedb themd ridentvadableonthedependent
variable. It can be seen as a rate or proportion.

Theerrorterm. .... E d(v)
You can never get it antiglit: something you don't know about will getin o e
perfect modelis most unlikely. The part you cannot exp am is e

These toriius all go together as .....

IMPLE LINEAR ERGRE SIONIMPL_ _

3
.

ALYSIS

a

Whichiscalledapzg!^a^!ismodelbecauseoftheuncertaintyof Getrot .. f
removed, it becomes a detenninistic model- a sure tiling. Regression ysis i
which we estin^to the parameters b, and bj of the model by using v ues w 'c
result of observing a number of cases. mis caned ^!my!^ when there is o y one i pe
is called linear if the relationship between Y and X has a linear fomi.

.

Y b + b, X + E

MULTI-VARiArEA, ,ALv"SL^monsFOR R^L usTATB resinRoi
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A linear relationshi is
of Y or X. Non-tinear complications will be discussed later.

The Re

At this stage we will look at how we could identify the
expecteaonsp. be

emuxinediriseveralways. AssumethefoUowingobservationshave n e:

ssion Solution

one in which the rate of change, bj, IRS the same value irrespective o e mug, it e

Sale Price of Pro

I\

$

95,000
82,000

133,000
142,000
130,000
94,000
115,000
140,000
115,000

Floor S ace of House

sq. metres

NIIntuitive A roarh

1/1

103

145

201

131

91

120

137

120

If you wanted to estin^to the value of a property with an area of, say, 1/5 sq. in. you cou app
probleminaverysimplistic, intuitive wayanduseonlytiiemostsintiar ,i. e. ,
problem could be solved by arguing that your target property should be placed init -way een
and 7 and therefore jus a value of $105,000. The drawback initits approach is hat most o e avaia ^
info tionisdiscarded:it may havebeenpossibletoobtainmuchmorekiiow geo emu y ' g
anthe data. infant the other cases in^y ten us much more about general fuer e ten s y

SinnersRE^onin, ALY^S

I~"

cases selected.

A Gin litcal Solution

This is achieved tinougl, a simple two-axis plot of the observed values.

immediately you can scottntastrongpattemofsysten^ticvariationis ispay , an .g p
interpolation, a "line of best fit" can be drawn unouglithe points as a graphical represent^. tion o e
s stonetic variation; you can then read off, againsttliis line, an estimate of the co 'rigprice o a sq.
metres house at approxirnately $100,000.

This is O. K. if the data is as cooked as our earlier egg. kithe real world of biglily probabilistic to e
position of the line of best mis usually very hard to fix manually with certainty, an a more re i
method must be used.

Morn-VARiArBANN, Ysis"ErnoDSFORnB^usTATBnrs^Ra,
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$160
Thou. dad.

$140

$120

SI oo

sao

$60

$40

S2 O

SIMPLERE^ONANm, vsis

.

so

.

Figure 3.1

.

.

.

o

.

The Mathen^tical Solution

This is where regression analysis comes in. hits most cornmonly encountered onn. ...
SQUARES. ... the process is one which results in a mirinmisation of the distances between coc origirn.
point and the 'line of bestfit'. This line is placed so as to be as close as possible to a e p0 00 ,
or to nitninxise the difference between the fine and each case.

In fomialtemisthis objective is stated as producing a ^j^^^ (SSE), an it is
assessed on the basis of a simple comparisonbetween the values originally observed an e v ues e y
the line of best fit. Consider a very simple example. .... We have collected this infomiation. .....

Linear trend relationship between price & area

.

60

~'~'lion. o Price/in2 Irond

100

Area In in2

150

Case No

2

3

4

misfairly easy to plot the data given and to find what appears to be an optimum fine o s i or
"regression line". You should try this and you win find hat you con then use his in a prediction exercise
where rough values of 2,5.7 and 9 are indicated; tints exercise indicates that two cases are predicted to ve
values close to their original values for Y, i. e. 2 and 9, while two cases look to have errors o a ou _

200

Price ($10,000's)

2

4

8

9

250

rimLn-VAR^TEANALY^SM^OneFORR^ usTATE^kgl

~,/

No. of rooms

4

6

8

\/
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F

$160
Thou. and.

Figure 3.2: Graphicql solution o1 reldionship

SI 4o

I~\

Error. Actuql-Predicted

SI20

$100

$80

.
.

$40

Error

Erro' I I I

S2 O

r
L

Intercept . Minimum Voltre

Slope o1 line . ladle o1 Change

Error .
Predicted Values are on the line

Error

Error

SinnerEru^ONANALYSIS

so

Error

n

o

in each case. If we sum these errors we get O. .. not much of an error indicator. .. but if we square them first,
we get SSE = 2 (i. e. or + I' + -I' or). If this is the lowest possible figure then we have found the best
model, but to be sure aboutthis we need to use an optimismg method and this is where OLS comes in. in
its simple linear fomi the process is quite straight forward. ..

.

.

I'~

Error
.

60

.

The Model Y

~'- Price/in2 7, .rid

100

or

A, .a In in2

Y

Yor

a + bx

b, + b, XI

b, + b, XI + e

The Formulae

150 200

Detenninistic fomi

Probabilistic foam

Morn-VanmTBANALYSIS^inODSroRan^usTATBRrsERRO,

260

Where Y is the mean of Y values

b,

L^I^
Z. ^^_

^x2 'I^. 2:12

b = Y -b, x

J

n

\
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The Coin urntion

X

4

6

8

y

2

4

8

9

^x= 19 ^y=23 ^x'= 1/7 ^xy= 138

X = 4.7 Y = 5.75

x2

16

36

64

xy

2

16

48

72

b,
19 x 23

138- 4

1/7

361

4

28.75

26.75

SnoreREGR^10NANALYSIS

The Calculated Model: Y = 0,645 + 1,075x

b = 5.75 - 1,074766355 x 4.75

= 0,6448598131

To tell whether or not this solution is any better than the graphical solution we must calculate the SSE. ...

1,074766355

Table 3.2 Calculation of SSE

Y

2

4

8

9

Y

1.72

4.94

7.09

9.24

Yam

0.28

<). 94

0.91

<). 24

This is OK as far as it goes: the mathematical approach appears to give a better solution than trying to draw
a line of best fit. However, we need to use some objective tests to gain a better understanding of the
usefulness and reliability of our model; to do dins we must rely on some statistical assumptions. 111 order to
do this we need to know what theoretical expectations there are in relation to regression analysis models ..

(Yam)'

.0786

.891

.822

.059

Model Assum tions

SSE 1,8505

I. The mean of the distribution of n is zero

2. The variance of n is constant for all values of x

3. The probability distribution of n is normal
4. Error ternis are independent between observations.

^L, T-VER^TEN, ALYus^inODSFORR^usTA^^^
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These propositions con be illustrated as foUows. ..

F

,

I~
L

I'\
I

Error . Actual Value - Predicted Vqlue

Dependent
Vqriable

Y2

SILOLERBGRrsSlorlANALYstS

Yl

,"-\
,

o
grrre .:

All estimate of the error variance mm be calculated from:

1stributlon o1 Erro

in Yl' tor XI

X2XI

Independent Variqble

TTOT

Distribution o1 Errors

in Y2' tor X2

.

Is r

S = SSEe^

n-in

S

11 OnS q

and

s,

to variousl as the standard deviation of
the model or the Standard Error of the Evilnnte (SEE).

In 'plain' English this value indicates the average deviation of the theoretical value of each observation,
according to the model, from the original value of each observation. In practice it can help you assess the
reliability of using your results to esimiate other values

SSE o. 5
n. in

eren vor <1 e VCr ues

Morn-vaniArB", ALvsis^monsroRR^ usTATE^R^
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^i^

A number of tests are available to test the usefulness and "trust-worthimess" of a regression model. The
most basic of these is whether or not there is a causal relationship between dependent and independent
variables, and the expression of this test is in the form of the null hypothesis. ..

.... which is a way of saying tint the value of X has no influence at all on the value of Y; this is tested
using a t test of the fonn. ..

11, : b, =O

'b I Estimated b - H

Standard Error of bj

b, - O
Sb ,

where. ..

thesised bj

bits the regyession coefficient

H, is rejected if %I > tog (two tails), where " is the chosen lintntmum acceptsble significance level

Note that a t test is used because the t distribution approxirnates the distribution of the ratio of a nomially
distributed random variable divided by an estin^to of its standard deviation.

sineLEREG^goNAmLYsls

Sb ,

S X lis the Standard deviation of XI

.962, Sb = .18598In the simple example SEE

and t = 5,77898. For n~2 DF, to. 5 = 4,303, a figure which is obtained from standard + tables.

Therefore, we can reject the null hypotheses and accept, with a level of confidence greater than 95%, t}Iat
the independent variable has a real effect on the dependent variable.

A smithr test is available for b and the relevant fonnula is. ..

SEE

Sx, (n-I)

'b,

The nexttest which should be mude is one to detenntiie how well the modelfits a set of data: the
coefficient of detennination or R' or 'R liared'.

L'x2 95- ^ 95

SEE* in s(n-I)

b

R2 is a straightforward test of whether or not the independent variable conttibutes to explanation of the
dependent variable and represents the percentage of original variation in the dependent variable hat has been
accounted for by the model. mother way of describing this is that R' is the ratio between the total variation
in values predicted for each observation as numerator, and the total variation in the origi^ observed values
as the denominator.

Morn-VERIATBN, ALYSIS^inODSFORR^ usTATB^^01
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F

$160
Thou. and,

$140

I, ~

$120

SI oo

Mean Price $116222

$80

,

S60

$40

$20

,'.,-". an

SinnerE neon^Ion ANALYSIS

so

.

.

L

.

.

Figure 3.4; Cqlculcrtton o1 R-Squared

However, the R squared value is not reliable when the sample size is siren. 111 such a case it is better to use
an adjusted value, taking into account the loss of reliability.

One fomiula is:

o

*-V ". an

.

I'

,. V ". an

-----,

.

50

Adj. R2

Examination of this fomiula discloses that as the number of cases increases little adjustinentis mude to R2
However, as the number of variables increases or the number of cases drops, the R' value is adjusted
downwards. 111 other words the adjusinientis inversely proportional to degyees of freedom.

The Tennining junior test is the ovenll F test. It is used to reject 11, if F > F (,.,,,,), where 11, can be
any of the following:

. the overallregyession equation is not significant

. the regression coefficients are all = O

. the multiple correlation = O
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Remember that in is the number of observations, and in is the number of variables used.

In the simple example R' = .9435, Adj R' = .9153 and F = 33,396. F from the tables is 19.0 at .05
significonce.

Total Variance

in practice it is not necessary to calculate all these values and we can use calculator or computer
pro^arumes to provide us with the results we seek. A typical outputis as follows, based on the original
data used tilthis chapter. The various relationships exhibited by tins data, and the results of the amIysis,
fomithe basis of the illustrations used in the text of this chapter.

R2 Total Variance - SSE
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